HD Compact Class

Kärcher to go.
The new HD compact class.

Handy and powerful: the HD compact class.
Ideal for tradesmen, contract cleaners, small businesses and anyone who wants to be mobile on the job: the handy and high-performance cold water
high-pressure cleaners from the HD compact class. Their robust design, the practical carrying handle and the integrated accessory storage
guarantee maximum application flexibility with minimal weight. Kärcher quality to go.
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1 Mobility
Thanks to the compact size, the reduced weight and the new carrying
handle, the machines in the HD compact class can be easily loaded and
transported. Additional skids on the rear of the unit guarantee good
mobility on steps.

4 Accessory storage
A rubber strap for securely fixing the HP hose as well as the integrated
spray lance holder with transport and parking position make handling
easier and prevent damage to the machine. The triple and rotary nozzles
are stored in separate nozzle drawers, an M 18 × 1.5 screw connection
enables the storage of a surface cleaner directly on the machine.

2 User friendliness
Thanks to the push handle which can be conveniently retracted and
extended at the touch of a button, the HD compact class is ready for use
in one easy move and requires very little space for storage or transport.
The uncomplicated on/off switch in the upper part of the machine makes
operation easy and also protects the back.

5 Flexibility
The HD compact class is versatile and designed for use in a vertical or
horizontal position. For maximum safety, the wheels are in the air when
the machine is being used in a horizontal position, so that it cannot roll
away.

Quality
The automatic pressure relief system reduces the strain on the pump and
thus significantly increases the service life of moving parts. An easily
accessible and easy-to-clean filter on the water inlet also protects the
pump from contamination.

Ergonomics
With the automatic pressure relief, the operator effort on the gun is
significantly reduced and the operating comfort increased. The detergent
dosage is easy to access on the front of the machine, and the detergent
hose is stored safely inside the machine.
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HD 5 /12 C Plus
Technical data

Features

Type of current

Ph

1

Spray gun

Connected load

kW

2.3

High-pressure hose

Flow rate
Working pressure

l / min
Psi

8.3
1740

Spray lance
mm
Triple nozzle with changeover

840
manual

Max. input temperature
Weight

°C
kg

60
24

Power nozzle
Dirt blaster

Dimensions (L × W × H)

mm

380 × 360 × 930

High-pressure hose reel

–

–

Order number
 Included in delivery.

1.520-136.0

Easy Press
m
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